


What is G.E.M?
G.E.M Is a Complete training system designed for your success in Real Estate 
through mastering the art of Sales, Marketing & Branding, advance Social 
Media Lead Generation Strategies, and the development of Strong leadership 
skills.

Who is G.E.M for?
Whether you're a one-man operation or a small business, production at a high 
level is always the goal. My intense training courses in the art of sales, market-
ing, Leadership and Technology, is the key to your success. It doesn't matter if 
you're leading yourself or a Team. Targeted Training and teaching the practical 
application of our proven leadership methods and skills, will produce massive 
dividends in your professional career your business growth and success as well 
as to your own personal development

What’s Our Purpose?
To Create a Challenging yet exciting environment with teamwork and collabora-
tion to help Real Estate Agents achieve their goals by becoming better market-
ers and stronger leaders.

• Teamwork

• Leadership

• Hard work & Continuing
Self Improvement

• People Before Profit

• Integrity & Reputation

• Family & Friendship

OUR CULTURE & CORE VALUES
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As a licensed and long-established Real Estate Associate Broker, Pierre boasts 
more than 15 years of experience in the sale, and acquisition of prime residen-
tial properties within Queens, New York. That’s just one of the reasons why he 
was award the prestigious Top 20 Under 40 Rising Stars in Real Estate By Long 
Island Board Of Realtors YPN Class of 2018.

In regards  to business coaching & leadership training, Pierre is sought after by 
entrepreneurs, business executives and corporations for his proven ability to 
impart valuable strategies to significantly improve business processes, 
strengthen teams and increase profitability. Pierre is an Independent Certified 
Coach, Teacher & Speaker for the John Maxwell Team which is known as the 
no.1 leadership & management expert in the world.

DESIGNATIONS & 
CERTIFICATIONS
• CNSI- Certified New York State Instructor
• ABR- accredited buyer representation
• CBR-certified buyer representative
• GRI- graduate realtor institute
• MCNE-master certified negotiation expert
• SRS- seller representative specialist
• PSA-pricing strategy advisor.
• ITI- Instructor  Training Institute
• E-PRO- Internet professional certification by N.A.R

Who is Ifoma Pierre?
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Week#2-Lead Engagement 
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Week#1-Lead Generation
D.I.P.P.S Lead Generation Simplified
How To Prospect for Buyer’s and Sellers
How to Build the Perfect Audience
Develop Your U.V.P
How to Build a Lead Magnet
Introduction to Facebook Ads and Sales Funnels

C.T.E.P -How to Master the Follow Up
CRM use and Deployment
How to Effectively Follow up with your
S.O.I Ninja Text Messaging Follow up
Templates Introduction to Facebook &
Messenger Bots

G.E.M 4 WEEK 



Week#3-Lead Manifestation

Your P.A.T.H to Success in Sales
Advanced Sales training Strategies
Discover and Develop your Tonal Patterns
Handling Tough Objections Easily 
How to Put yourself in a position of strength in the first 5 minutes
How to Ask qualifying engaging Questions to Gain Intelligence

How to Work Effectively with Buyers
How to Perform a Buyer Presentation
How to sign up a Buyer Contract
Buyer Negotiation’s how to get your Offer Accepted

How to Build a Dynamic Listing Presentation
Develop a stunning Pre-Listing Packet Seller Negotiations

How to Effectively Work with Sellers

Week-#4 Working with Buyers & Sellers
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AGENT TRANSFORMATION



G.E.M Diamond Advanced 
A 2-day Intensive Hands on 

 Social-Media Lead Generation Training 

Learn how to build Facebook Ads to target Buyers and Sellers

Learn how the skill of Re-Targeting to stay top of mind with your Prospects
How to Conduct an Automated Buyer & Seller Webinar to gain 
consistent Traffic
How to Write Ad Copy that Converts

Deep Dive into Instagram for Real Estate

Discover how to use Messenger Bots to automatically follow with Prospects.

Find your field of Favor and develop the perfect audience to market to.

Grow your business by using video effectively Video 3 strategies that will 
boost your business.

Complete Swipe Files, Plug and Play Facebook Ads,
Funnel templates to copy and paste to get immediate results. Instagram Ad 

templates and images ready to post. Pre-written Ad- Copy ,ready to 
customize to your message and brand.

Key Take-aways from this Training 
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Leadership Training 

“Only One Thing Stands Between You and Success. It Isn’t 
Experience. It Isn’t Talent.”

World-renowned leadership expert John C. Maxwell says if 
you want to succeed, you must learn how to connect with 
people. And while it may seem like some folks are just born 
with it, the fact is anyone can learn how to make every 
communication an opportunity for a powerful connection. 
In Everyone Communicates, Few Connect, in this training 
you will learn the Five Principles and Five Practices to 
develop the crucial skill of connecting, 

Deep down, what does every person want most? To live a 
life that matters. We all want to feel like the time we spent 
on earth made a difference. How do we achieve that?

John Maxwell believes the answer is intentional living. 
John says, “When you intentionally use your influence 
every day to bring about positive change in the lives of 
others, you achieve significance. “There is a big difference 
between a life of good intentions and an intentional life. 
Almost everyone has good intentions. An intentional life, 
however, has thought and purpose to it. And the best thing 
about intentional living? It’s within everyone’s reach. This 
training will show you how.

Success is not a destination. It is a process – a lifelong 
strategy of building on strengths, minimizing weaknesses, 
and focusing on the people and points of life that are most 
important. In How to be a REAL Success, John Maxwell will 
help you understand the keys you need to succeed in life. 
Whether you are a civil servant or a corporate executive, 
you will achieve great things by understanding four very 
important success building areas: Relationships, Equip-
ping, Attitude, and Leadership
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT 
PROVIDED BY G.E.M

G.E.M MASTERMIND 
There is synergy of energy, commitment and excitement that participants bring 
to a mastermind group. My facilitated groups offer a combination of master-
minding, peer brainstorming, education, accountability and support in a group 
setting to sharpen your business and personal skills. By bringing fresh ideas 
and a different perspective, my masterminds can help you achieve success.

G.E.M MENTORSHIP 
My coaching involves the ability to understand you: to think how you think and 
understand your perspective. From this benchmark, I will place another 
perspective on top of yours – stretching and growing you to gently see a more 
empowering way I can see what you are going through now and what is up 
ahead. Coaching is foreseeing, paving the way, coming alongside you while 
helping you achieve goals and overcome limiting paradigms.

Key Benefits of a Mastermind Group:
• Sharpen your business and personal skills
• Get honest feedback, advice and brainstorming
• Borrow on the experience and skills of the

other members
• A sense of shared endeavor – there are others

out there!

G.E.M Vault
Real Estate -Social Media Training- On Demand
• Instagram Intense
• Facebook Advance
• Everything Google
• CRM’s The Cloud & Communication
• YouTube University
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